BEACH HOUSE BEAUTY
A lakeside property was transformed into an oasis that brings friends and family

together all year round.
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Transforming a somewhat neglected property into a lakeside family oasis
took careful planning, ingenuity, and collaboration. It originally consisted
of the main cottage, garage, and a beautiful “sleeping cabin” for guests,
the latter having been built over 100 years ago. The new homeowners
wanted to save and enhance the existing lakeside patio and create a family
retreat that could be used at all times of the year. “The property had really
good bones but needed an update with a fresh new look for the exterior
landscaping,” said Tim Johnson, Founder/President/Lead Designer
of LIVIT Site + Structure. “We had to replace the garage because of
extensive water damage, and we needed that to tie in architecturally with
the existing home and cottage.” New plantings and hardscapes were
designed to bring cohesiveness to the project. The property also had some
long-standing drainage issues that needed to be addressed.
Removing the garage and replacing it was not a straightforward
option, as city codes only allowed for one additional structure in addition
to the main house, which was taken by the sleeping cabin. Tim proposed
adding a new garage with a covered porch attached to the existing home
to make the two structures one. “The city was on board, as long as we
moved the new garage to new setback requirements,” said Tim. “Once the
new garage-porch was approved, the new walks, covered terrace-porch
areas, and driveways fell into place. And although the covered porch
wasn’t on our clients’ wish list, once they saw the drawings, it became a
“must-have!” The garage ties in with the home’s original architecture,
including shake and soffit details on the exterior. In addition to providing
space for two vehicles, interior living space was added to the garage,
which allows the family to play table games and enjoy their custom sound
and entertainment system. A lakeside garage door allows for easy access
to summer toys, and the space can be used as additional living space on
warm, summer days.
A new courtyard patio adjacent to the water feature was added. It
features NY Bluestone laid at a 45-degree angle to create visual interest.
It makes a private area for the guests of the sleeping cabin for relaxation.
Lakeside, a hot tub and wall structure was added, with the hot tub being
sunk into the yard. The Bluestone steps were designed to provide easy
access to the electrical panel through a removable stair tread. A unique
outdoor shower was installed to keep the hot tub water quality stable
and clean. The stone slabs are massive and were cut by a local fabricator.
They were so large they had to be moved with two skid loaders, through
the garage, and a backhoe was required to erect them into place. A
comfortable basin of bluestone and beach pebbles ties in with other
elements in the landscape. The fire pit, a family favorite, was moved to
enhance the lake views from the central patio and outdoor dining areas.
New entry and driveway planters were built with the same wall
material used lakeside to create a cohesive look property wide. Plantings
include boxwoods, lilacs, and roses, which create a more formal and
sculpted feeling for the landscape. Stepping stones were added in the
courtyard and from the covered porch to the lakeside living area. A
beautiful hydrangea tree and the street-side evergreen were preserved
from the original landscape. New lighting highlights the attractive
features of the new landscape, and pathway lights direct guests, providing
safety and security.
“The result of our efforts over two years has been nothing less than
transformative,” said Tim. “What was once a humble beach house
and cottage is now a prime entertainment spot for friends and family,
no matter what area of the property you are on. Every practical and
whimsical aspect of our clients’ wish list has been attended to, and it is
well-loved.”
Project selected in 2021 by Minnesota Nursery & Landscape Association for
their LANDSCAPE Award.
livitsitestructure.com
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project credits:
· landscape design: livit site + structure, llc
· landscape construction: livit siteSPRING
+ structure,
llc
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“What was once a humble beach house
and cottage is now a

prime entertainment spot
for friends and family.”
–TIM JOHNSON, FOUNDER/PRESIDENT/LEAD DESIGNER, LIVIT SITE + STRUCTURE
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